Abstract-A dual neural network is presented for the bi-criteria kinematic control of redundant manipulators. To diminish the discontinuity of minimum infinity-norm solutions, the kinematiccontrol problem is formulated in the bi-criteria of the infinity and Euclidean norms. Physical constraints such as joint limits and joint velocity limits are also incorporated simultaneously into the proposed kinematic control scheme. The single-layer dual neural network model with a simple structure is developed for bi-criteria redundant resolution of redundant manipulators subject to robot physical constraints. The dual neural network is shown to be globally convergent to optimal solutions in the bi-criteria sense, and is demonstrated to be effective in controlling the PA10 robot manipulator.
I. INTRODUCTION

K
INEMATICALLY redundant manipulators are those having more degrees of freedom (DOF) than required for position and orientation [1] . The redundancy of such manipulators, including intrinsical redundancy and functional redundancy, can be utilized to avoid obstacles [2] , singularities and physical limits [3] , [4] , and to optimize various performance criteria [5] - [7] , in addition to the end-effector motion task. Redundant manipulator motion planning and control is, thus, an appealing area in robotics research. The inverse kinematics problem to find the joint motion for a given end-effector task is one of the vital and challenging issues in redundant manipulator control, because there are an infinite number of joint configurations which accomplish a specific end-effector task.
The end-effector position and orientation in Cartesian space are related to the joint space through a forward kinematic equation (1) where is the vector of the end-effector position and orientation in the Cartesian space, is joint variable vector, and is a continuous nonlinear mapping function with a known structure and parameters for a given manipulator.
The inverse kinematics problem is to find the joint variable for a given position and orientation of the end-effector through the inverse mapping of (1) (2) Unfortunately, it is usually difficult, if not impossible, to find an analytic solution due to the nonlinearity and redundancy of . The inverse kinematics problem of manipulators is usually solved at velocity level where the end-effector velocities and joint velocities have a linear relationship. Differentiating (1) with respect to time yields the linear relation between the Cartesian velocity and the joint velocity (3) where is the Jacobian matrix defined as . In a redundant manipulator, since , (3) is underdetermined and, hence, admits an infinite number of solutions.
The conventional minimum two-norm solution of joint velocity vector including pseudoinverse-like solution has been widely investigated by the vast majority of researchers. Such minimization schemes minimize the sum of squared joint velocities, which does not necessarily minimize the magnitudes of individual joint velocity. It is used as the optimization criterion in many robotic applications, more because of its mathematical tractability than physical desirability [5] . The minimum infinity-norm solution of joint velocity vector, known as the minimum-effort solution or the minimum-amplitude solution, explicitly minimizes the largest component of the joint velocity vector in magnitude and is consistent with the physical limits. Moreover, the minimization of infinity-norm of joint velocity vector enables a better direct monitoring and control of the magnitude of individual joint velocities (e.g., robotic surgery) [7] - [9] , [15] . It is, therefore, more desirable in the situation where low individual joint velocity is of primary concern.
The minimum infinity-norm solutions may, however, encounter a discontinuity problem. It is shown in [8] that the possibility of a discontinuity of the minimum infinity-norm solution exists purely because of the nonuniqueness possibility. In other words, if the manipulator trajectory orients the solution space so that it is parallel to a hypercube face, the solution may jump from one edge to the other before continuing smoothly on its way. To remedy the discontinuity problem, a balancing scheme is presented in [8] that calculates the minimum infinity-norm and Euclidean-norm solutions separately, and then incorporates the two weighted solutions as the final solution. With , , and denoting, respectively, the final solution, the minimum infinity-norm, and Euclidean-norm solutions, the balancing solution is (4) The computation of the inverse kinematics solution is very time consuming, especially for high DOF robotic systems and the usual cases with many subtask criteria and/or physical constraints (e.g., joint limits and joint velocity limits). Compared to the common minimum-norm solution, the balancing scheme (4) may at least double the computational time, which is rather inefficient and may hinder online sensor-based robotic applications. Parallel computation methods, such as neural network approaches, are effective and efficient alternatives for real-time solutions to such a balanced inverse kinematics problem.
In recent years, many neural networks have been developed for robotic kinematic and dynamic control, e.g., [10] - [16] . In particular, the neural network approach that incorporates the pseudoinverse network [17] and the linear-programming neural network [18] is applied to the minimum infinity-norm kinematic control in [14] . As an improved neural network model of [14] , a two-layered primal-dual neural network is then presented in [15] to online minimize the infinity-norm of joint velocity. To reduce network complexity and increase computational efficiency, a single-layered dual neural network is proposed for kinematic control of redundant manipulators by Xia and Wang [16] . In the aforementioned neural schemes, it is assumed implicitly that there exist no joint limits or joint velocity limits when solving the inverse kinematics problem. If a solution exceeds the mechanical joint limits or velocity limits and locks there, the desired motion path may fail to execute, not to mention the possibility of mechanical damage [4] .
In this paper, to resolve the discontinuity deficiency of minimum infinity-norm solution, a dual neural network is developed for online kinematic control of physically constrained redundant manipulators, which is formulated as the inequality-constrained quadratic program with bi-criteria of the infinity and Euclidean norms.
The remainder of this paper is organized in five sections. Section II provides the background information and the problem formulation for the bi-criteria redundancy resolution of physically constrained manipulators. Section III presents the proposed dual neural network model for online bi-criteria kinematic control. The global convergence results are discussed in Section IV. Section V illustrates simulation results of the dual neural network and the 7-DOF PA10 manipulator to show their operating characteristics and performance. Last, Section VI concludes this paper with final remarks.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we consider the following bi-criteria kinematic control problem to avoid discontinuities in minimum-effort solution minimize (5) subject to (6)
where and denote the infinity and Euclidean norms, respectively, the coefficient . and denote, respectively, upper and lower limits for joints and joint velocities.
The limited joint range (8) can be formulated in terms of by using variable bounds where the positive coefficient is used to scale the feasible region of . Joint limits (8) and joint velocity limits (7) can, thus, be combined into the following bound constraint: (9) where the th elements of and are defined, respectively, as Next, let us convert the minimum infinity-norm part of (5) into a quadratic program. For , with the superscript denoting the transpose operator, its infinity-norm is defined as where denotes the absolute value of the component, and is the th column of the identity matrix . By defining , the minimization of is then equivalent to minimize subject to which can be rewritten equivalently as minimize subject to where and are vectors, respectively, of ones and zeros with appropriate dimensions hereafter.
Thus, by defining the variable vector , the bi-criteria kinematic control problem (5)- (8) can be expressed as the following quadratic program:
where the coefficient matrices and vectors
Since the objective function (10) is strictly convex (due to and ) and the feasible region of linear constraints (11)- (13) is a closed convex set, if not empty, it follows from [23] that the constrained minimizer to the bi-criteria quadratic program (5)- (8) is unique and satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions. In light of the uniqueness property, the continuity of the bi-criteria solution is guaranteed. As approaches its lower bound 0, the bi-criteria solution is approximate to the infinity-norm solution. As , the bi-criteria solution becomes nearly the standard two-norm solution, which illustrates that the proposed bi-criteria control scheme is much more flexible than a single-criterion control scheme. In this study, the parameter is usually selected between 0.3 and 0.6 to diminish the discontinuity, while keeping small the maximal magnitude of minimum-effort solutions. A systematic method for selecting can be found in [8] , while it seems not efficient enough for online computation of higher DOF manipulators by always checking the time-varying zero subspace angle condition. The design parameter is selected such that the feasible region of made by conversion of joint limits is not less than the one made by joint velocity limits; that is, is selected not less than .
Note that large values of may cause joint deceleration quickly when the manipulator approaches its joint limits.
III. DUAL NEURAL NETWORK MODEL
In this section, we first brief the motivation and development of recurrent neural networks. The dynamical system approach, as one of the important methods for solving optimization problems, was first proposed by Pyne [19] in the late 1950s. Due to the in-depth research in neural networks, numerous dynamic solvers based on neural networks have been developed and investigated [10] - [22] in the past two decades. Specifically, Tank and Hopfield [20] proposed their working neural network implemented on analog circuits, which contained finite penalty parameters and generated approximate solutions only. When solving inequality-constrained quadratic programs, the Lagrange neural network [10] may exhibit the premature defect, and the network dimensionality is larger than that of original problems. As a very flexible tool for exactly solving constrained quadratic programs, the primal-dual neural networks [15] were developed, with the feature that they handle the primal quadratic program and its dual problem simultaneously by minimizing the duality gap with gradient method. Unfortunately, the dynamic equations of the primal-dual neural network are usually complicated and contain high-order nonlinear terms, with the network size usually larger than the dimensionality of the primal and dual problems. As a special case of the primal-dual neural network, the dual neural network [16] is proposed by using the dual decision variables only. Different from the primal-dual neural network, the dual neural network is developed directly using Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions and the projection operator to reduce network complexity and increase computational efficiency. Now, following Xia and Wang's approach [16] , a dual neural network is generalized for optimal bi-criteria kinematic control of redundant manipulators. Let us reformulate the constrained quadratic program into a unified form. That is, to treat equality and inequality constraints as special cases of bound constraints, we define where , and , sufficiently negative to represent . Then, (10)- (13) are rewritten in the following form: minimize subject to (14) In the above formulation, the generalized feasibility region is constructed as a closed convex set to facilitate the design and analysis of dual neural network via the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition and the projection operator.
At any time instant, the constrained quadratic programming problem (10)-(13) may be viewed as a parametric optimization problem. It follows from the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition that is a solution to (14) 
The complementary condition (15) is equivalent to the system of piecewise linear equations [24] - [26] . The vector-valued function is defined as if if if (16) which may include three situations as depicted in Fig. 1 The above optimality condition yields a dual neural network model for solving (14) with the following dynamical equation and output equation:
where is a positive design parameter to scale the convergence rate of the dual network. For superior online performance, the parameter , like an inductance parameter or the reciprocal of a capacitive parameter, is set as large as hardware permits [e.g., in analog circuits or very large scale integration (VLSI)] [21] . For experimental and/or simulative purposes, is usually selected between 10 and 10 , similar to previous studies [10] , [13] - [20] .
The dynamic equation described in (18) shows that the dual neural network is composed of only one layer of no more than neurons and without using any analog multiplier or penalty parameter, as opposed to the neural network approach in [13] . Compared to the prime-dual neural network [15] , the dynamic equation of a dual neural network is piecewise linear without any high-order nonlinear term. Consequently, the architecture of the dual neural network to be implemented finally on VLSI is much simpler than those of the existing recurrent neural network approaches. The block diagram of the dual neural network system is depicted in Fig. 2 . A circuit realizing the dual neural network consists of summers, integrators, and weighted connections, and the piecewise linear activation function may be implemented by using an operational amplifier known as a limiter [20] - [22] . In the bi-criteria kinematic control process which is delineated in Fig. 2 , the desired velocity vector is input into the dual neural network, and spontaneously, the network outputs the signal , of which the first elements are the estimated joint velocity vector . In addition, as for the computation load of the dual neural network approach, the proposed bi-criteria formulation (10)- (13) has been converted to an -dimensional quadratic program, while the numerical balancing scheme (4) contains two -dimensional quadratic programs to solve individually. Under the same computing capability, and for high-DOF robotic systems, the proposed dual neural network approach yields continuous solutions with almost one-half of the computational time as does the balancing scheme (4).
IV. CONVERGENCE RESULTS
In this section, we prove the global convergence of the proposed dual neural network for kinematics control of redundant manipulators, and estimate the position tracking error.
Related definitions and a lemma are first presented [15] , [16] . A neural network is said to be globally convergent, if starting from any initial point taken in the whole associated Euclidean space, every state trajectory of the neural network converges to an equilibrium point that depends on the initial state of the trajectory. Furthermore, the neural network is said to be globally exponentially convergent if every trajectory starting from any initial point satisfies where and are positive constants, is an equilibrium point depending on initial states, and the symbol hereafter denotes the Euclidean norm of a matrix or vector, unless specified otherwise. The exponential convergence implies that the system converges arbitrarily fast. The following projection property is often used in optimization literature [27] - [29] .
Lemma 1 [25] : Assume that the set is a closed convex set; then, the following inequality holds:
where is a projection operator defined as . It is clear that the set is a closed convex set, and defined in (16) possesses the above projection property. The convergence of the proposed dual neural network for constrained bi-criteria inverse kinematics is then obtained as follows.
Theorem 1: Starting from any initial state, the state vector of dual neural network (18) is convergent to an equilibrium point , and the output vector converges to the optimal solution of the bi-criteria inverse kinematics problem (10)- (13) . Moreover, the exponential convergence can be achieved, if there exists a constant , such that
Proof: To show the convergence property, the following numbered inequalities such as (24) are derived. At , we have the inequality property [16] , [26] , [29] (20) which can be obtained by discussing the following three cases.
Case (21) In addition, it follows from Lemma 1 that, (22) Then, adding (21) and (22) . Thus, the network output converges to , which is the optimal solution to the bi-criteria inverse kinematics problem (10)- (13) according to the output equation.
As for the global exponential convergence, review and . It follows from (25) that , where are, respectively, the maximal and minimal eigenvalues of . From (26) and the extra condition (i.e., if there exists a , such that ), we have where is proportional to the design parameter . Thus, we have , , and hence, , , which completes the exponential convergence property of the proposed dual neural network. As the exponential convergence rate is proportional to design parameter , the dual neural network can be expedited sufficiently fast as long as hardware permits. and are, thus, time varying in a time scale sufficiently slower than that of (18) . Specifically, starting from any , and within some small time interval , the maximal variation of is sufficiently small, while the proposed dual neural network has been asymptotically convergent to the corresponding theoretical solution with a sufficiently small relative error. In the finite-time path-following task, the worst case of and , can be estimated on average as and , respectively, where depend on . In view of and , we can estimate the inverse-kinematics joint configuration deviation as where, theoretically, can be made arbitrarily small by increasing ; namely, increasing the convergence rate of (18) . Based on the Taylor series expansion of (1), , the position tracking error is bounded by the function with less than , where the coefficient can be made arbitrarily small by increasing .
From the above position error estimation, we know that the error can be made small by increasing . Moreover, though a small can lessen the position error too, it may cause high joint velocity or acceleration. The ensuing simulation results will verify the soundness of the proposed error estimation.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Consider the Mitsubishi PA10 robot arm executing a circular trajectory in three-dimensional task space as in Fig. 3 . The mechanical configuration and coordinate system of the 7-DOF PA10 manipulator are depicted in [10] . Joint limits and joint velocity limits are shown in Table I . In the study, without loss of generality, only the positioning of the manipulator end-effector is considered, the Jacobian matrix is, thus, 3 7 in dimension and the degree of redundancy is four. Though simulation results [7] , [13] , [15] based on infinity-norm minimization show that the largest joint velocity in magnitude usually has a reduction of 10%-30% on average, with reference to that by the Euclidean-norm minimization, the discontinuity deficiency of such an infinity-norm solution may occur. For example, in the circular path following task in Figs. 5 and 6, the discontinuity deficiency occurs, where the initial state of the manipulator is radian and the desired end-effecter Cartesian velocity are depicted in Fig. 4 . During the time period s, the sixth joint velocity oscillates around 0.08 rad/s with an amplitude about 0.07 rad/s, which is similar to the ones presented in [8] . Other discontinuous situations are at s for and at s for . The aforementioned discontinuity cannot be accepted in practice, since the related joint acceleration variables are required to be positive or negative infinity at these time instants. Now, the proposed dual neural network for bi-criteria kinematic control (5)- (8) is applied to the PA10. The design parameters are selected as , , and . The neurally-computed joint velocities and joint variables are depicted in Fig. 7(a) and (b) . Clearly, the oscillation and discontinuity problem of minimum infinity-norm kinematic control as depicted in Fig. 6 are solved and no discontinuous point appears in Fig. 7(a) . This confirms the theoretical results about the uniqueness property of bi-criteria inverse kinematics solution. Besides, as shown in the figure, all the joint velocities and joint variables have been kept within their mechanical limits. In Fig. 7(c) and (d) , the symbols , , and denote the components of tracking position error , respectively, along the , , and axes of the base frame, and , , and denote, respectively, the , , and axis components of tracking velocity error at the end-effector of the robot arm. As shown in Fig. 7(c) and (d) , the Cartesian position and velocity errors obtained by the proposed dual neural network are, respectively, less than 3 10 mm and 4 10 mm/s. This demonstrates the capability of the proposed dual neural network for online bi-criteria kinematic control of physically constrained redundant manipulators.
Corresponding to Fig. 7 , the PA10 motion trajectory under bi-criteria minimization is illustrated in Fig. 8 . Comparative results between the minimum effort, bi-criteria, and minimumpower kinematic control schemes are shown in Fig. 9 ; that is, to compare the infinity-norm and the Euclidean-norm of PA10 joint velocity vectors neurally computed under the aforementioned three performance measures. In detail, in Fig. 9 , the solid curves of the upper and lower subplots correspond, respectively, to the infinity-norm and the Euclidean-norm of minimum-effort joint velocity; the dash-dotted curves correspond to those of the joint velocity under bi-criteria minimization; the dashed curves correspond to those under minimum-power scheme. The comparison shows that the maximal amplitude and power consumption of bi-criteria solutions are usually between those of the minimum-effort and the minimum-power solutions. As opposed to the minimum Euclidean-norm solution, the bi-criteria solution always has a smaller maximal magnitude of , which means less impact and less pain to the body tissue in a robotic surgery. Moreover, removal of discontinuity points of the pure minimum infinity-norm solution also implies no sudden impact again. Hence, compared to single-criterion kinematic control schemes, the bi-criteria scheme and the proposed neural network-based solver are much more flexible in the sense that they can yield any combination of the minimum-effort and minimum-power solutions as needed, in addition to remedying the discontinuity deficiency of pure minimum-effort solutions.
It is worth pointing out the generalizability of the above simulation, where only the positioning of the manipulator end-effector is concerned. The formulation, design, and analysis of the bi-criteria dual neural network in Sections II-IV show that the approach is capable of handling inverse kinematic control of both the position and the orientation of the end-effector. The reason for considering only the end-effector position is that as the degree-of-redundancy increases, the discontinuity deficiency of minimum infinity-norm solution is empirically more possible to occur.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The proposed one-layer dual neural network model provides a new parallel distributed computational approach to online bi-criteria kinematic control of physically constrained redundant manipulators. The involved bi-criteria optimization scheme is a suitable remedy for the discontinuity problem usually occurring in minimum infinity-norm solutions. Compared with the supervised learning neural networks for robot kinematic control, the present approach eliminates the need of off-line training, and guarantees fast convergence, due to the exponential convergence. Compared with other recurrent neural network approaches, the proposed dual neural network is designed by optimizing the weighted infinity-norm and Euclidean-norm of joint velocity subject to bound constraints, and hence, able to resolve manipulator redundancy under physical constraints such as joint limits and joint velocity limits. Moreover, the dynamic equation of the dual neural network is piecewise linear and does not contain any high-order nonlinear term, and thus, the architecture is very simple. The simulation results based on the PA10 robot manipulator demonstrate that the dual neural network is capable for online kinematic control of joint-constrained redundant manipulators.
